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During this Aquarian Age we can easily recognize that people are computed “in” at  Birth and 
computed “out” at Death – which produces a horoscope for both events. We know a lot about the 
birth chart, but very little about the value of a Death chart. 

Can it help reveal intimate soul knowledge concerning this incarnation and preparation for the 
next life? Can we compare the Birth chart  with the Death chart  to see if  the Soul-Personality  
actually achieved what it set out to do during this incarnation?

All Astrology deals in Fate and Astrologers become specialists in Fate. Can Astrology really show 
when and how we shall physically die? Will we live long – how long? 

These are powerful questions to ask. Clients do ask astrologers how long they will live, especially  
the  old  and  terminally  ill.  In  our  modern  cultures  of  self-denial,  many  claim  that  our  whole 
existence is an organized attempt not to think about it. 

And yet – if you knew the future date of your physical  death, how would this effect your life  
activities and awareness levels today? In the evolution of the Aquarian consciousness during the 
next 2000 years, it is predicted that we shall learn to become more soul conscious and therefore 
physical death and our exit from this dimension will be a planned activity. Naturally, physical death 
always involves the Law of Karma & Free Will, and there is both the individual Destiny and that of a 
group involved, such as the family unit, friendship network, working colleagues, perhaps even the 
nation, tribe, culture or religion.

In this controversial lecture, Derek will share many examples from his more than 30 years research 
into the death and dying process from a compassionate perspective.  Derek’s latest book  “The  
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Astrology of  Death”, is  currently  being  translated awaiting  future  publication  by  ICA Forlag  in 
Swedish during the Halloween Festival of Death & rebirth 2012.

Astrologers, like other practitioners in the helping professions, usually say it is ethically wrong to  
predict death – yet astrologers at the start of the 21st. century have the opportunity to help clients 
both live and die well. The family of a terminally ill patient will often ask such direct questions to  
the consultant astrologer – and what shall be the attitude of the astrologer in such a situation? 
Most of us fear death because we have lost our faith and our inner compass – but this wasn’t  
always  so.  We have forgotten  the wisdom of  our  ancestors  concerning  life  &  death,  for  they  
developed maps of the soul’s journey to prepare us for the Great Adventure.

Why are the planets Venus & Jupiter so often prominent at the time of exit from the physical  
dimension? And what is a Saturnian, Uranian, Neptune or Pluto way of dying? Why are certain 
combination of planets present at the time of death and what does such a signature suggest to us? 
What actually “dies”?

Astrological material tonight will also include an exploration of the 7th. &  8th. House cusps of the 
birth chart and their planetary rulers, as evidence clearly suggests their influence at the time of  
exit.  We shall  explore  some of  the many astrological  signatures  of  Death as  revealed through 
transits; the pre-natal Epoch compared with both birth & death horoscopes; a consideration of the 
valuable use of Planetary Hour & Day Rulerships on the Death horoscope; Planetary Bardo states  
and a rich variety of  practical  examples, including the horoscopes of  everyday people, famous 
personalities, normal peaceful deaths and death through illness, murder & suicide.

These clear practical case examples will provide a stimulating and fascinating perspective into this  
taboo area in our societies. Come & Enjoy the Journey into The Great Adventure and prepare 
yourself for the inevitable! Your view upon Birth & Death horoscopes will be forever changed!

As the great visionary artist & Victorian poet William Blake wrote:

“There are things that are known, and things that are unknown – and in between are the Doors”.  


